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This essay discusses implications for visual display design given what is known about
visual search and visual attention. Examples include an adaptive technique for im-
proving search in complex displays, the use of corporeal directive cues in remote col-
laborative interfaces, and focus + context display devices for viewing maps or visual-
izations.5

A subset of elements in a visual display essential for one task may be nonessential for
another. Rensink suggests that low saliency could be achieved for different elements
at different times, as visually salient elements will draw attention and improve visual
search [4]. Adaptive user interfaces do this by making intelligent predictions regarding
what elements the user will likely be searching for in the display at the current time.10

These predictions are based on the user’s prior behaviour and the current task context.
Findlater et al.’s ephemeral adaptation technique is a recent innovation in this area [2].
This technique differentiates predicted from non-predicted elements in a display such
that predicted elements are displayed immediately while the remaining items gradually
fade in over a short delay period. Figure 1 is an example of this technique applied to15

menus. Empirical evidence [2] suggests that this technique facilitates visual search
in complex interfaces and that results may generalize to information visualization and
other visual display types.

Figure 1: Findlater et al.’s ephemeral adaptation technique applied to menus: facilitat-
ing visual search for predicted visual elements using gradual temporal onsets.
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One of the advantages of working collaboratively with others around a visual display
is the presence of social cues for directing attention [4]; simply pointing to a visual20

element in a display will direct others’ attention to that element. Tang et al. have
engineered a solution for extending this advantage to remote collaborative interfaces
[5]. In Figure 2a, three remote collaborators engage in a shared task with their lo-
cal touch-screen table, while cameras capture the positions of their arms and hands.
Figure 2b displays how corporeal outlines of remote collaborators’ arms and hands25

are propagated to a local display device. Rensink’s work would suggest that this al-
lows for learned social cues (e.g. pointing) to direct the attention of remote collabo-
rators using shared displays [4]. Corporeal representations of collaborators are likely
superior to symbolic representations of collaborators which lack top-down directive
salience.30

Figure 2: Tang et al.’s corporeal arm outlines in a remote collaborative UI (a) are
directives for sending attention (b).

Ware and MacEachren both discuss an attentional spotlight, a useful field of view,
which moves by shifting foveal vision via gaze fixations [6, 3]. Display devices for
maps and information visualization can be built with the attentional spotlight in mind.
This is particularly relevant for the construction of large (and expensive) wall-sized
displays. Focus + context screens embed a small high-resolution display within a35

surrounding larger (and cheaper) low-resolution display [1]. In these displays, the
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spotlight typically remains fixed on local information in the high-resolution display,
and parts of a map or visualization are moved into this area through user interaction.
All the while, the user uses the low-resolution display in their periphery to maintain
a coarse global context. In terms of visual search efficiency, there is evidence that40

this display solution is superior to overview & detail and pan & zoom displays [1].
In summary, focus + context screens take advantage of the attentional spotlight, are
cost-effective, and support efficient visual search.

The three examples discussed above demonstrate how leveraging knowledge of visual
attention can factor into the design of visual displays. As a result, display designers45

can facilitate search in complex adaptive interfaces, improve communication between
remote collaborators by harnessing social directive cues, and save on material costs by
building focus + context screens.
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